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• The Nordic productivity puzzle
• Main elements of the Nordic approach to productivity enhancement
– Performance – outcome of market forces, values, political strategy,
or (by)product of institutional frameworks for economic agency?
• Emerging challenges to Nordic productivity growth

The Nordics do show steady, high productivity growth
– but the tendencies in recent years are more mixed
Figure 1 Index of labour productivity in the business sector, the Nordic
countries and the USA. 2000=100.

Source: Maliranta & Vartiainen 2014, based on OECD statistics.

Figure 2 Labour productivity growth in business sector 1995-2012, Nordics, US and Germany (a),
corrected for composition (b).
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Source: Maliranta & Vartiainen 2014,
based on OECD statistics.

The Nordic puzzle
• How can countries with so high taxes, huge public sectors,
strong unions, compressed wages, generous welfare benefits,
and regulated labour markets have so high employment rates
and be so productive?
• What about incentives to work, invest, adjust and innovate, or
the impact of labour market rigidities, rent-seeking, and
change & risk averse vested interests?

• What’s the «secret» of the Nordic ability to combine
efficiency and equality?

Varieties of Nordic models in small, open economies
• Differences in
– industrial bases and export structures ….
– party structures and patterns of political coalitioning…
– state & social partner roles in welfare & labour market governance ….
– ties to the EU and EMU….
 No fixed set of institutions and policy tools

• Common traits
– strong unitary states
– Strong collective organizations overseeing single-tier, multilevel systems of
industrial relations
– universal welfare systems & education for free
 Legacy of tripartite policy coordination & adjustment

The Nordic triangle model –
in small, open market economies
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Fostering efficient & fair societies –
traditional Nordic approaches to productivity growth (I)
Macro-foundations
• Stability oriented economic policies – less Keynesian and
more geared to foster investment than often believed

Fostering MACRO efficiency
-> Labour demand

• Collective risk-sharing & investment in human/social capital
and public services -> mobility; welfare as productive factor

-> Labour & skills
supply

• Solidaristic wage coordination headed by export sectors
• Strong wage floors & workers rights in competitive markets
 creative destruction, restructuring, mobility & rising productivity

-> Reallocation matching skills and
labour

Micro-foundations
• Workplace tier of cooperative, peaceful industrial relations
-> adjustment, training, technology, innovation & productivity
-> underpinned by income security & ALMP for redundant workers

Fostering MICROefficiency
->Improving factor
mix & productivity

Institutional preconditions
Balance of power, trust, cross-class coalitions («of ends»),
reciprocity, equality, coordination & complementarity …

Maintaining
coherence &
adjustment ability

Broad skill & knowledge base ...
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The Nordics still ahead in PIACC, but more youth are falling behind
- Increasing shares without secondary education in DK & NO
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The Nordics fare well also in R&D and innovation ….
Figure 5 Radical innovators, 2010
(share of all firms)*

Figure 6. R&D as a share of GDP, average 2007-2011
(total and by funding sector)

* Authors’ calculations based on statistics from Eurostat (CIS 7) on
innovations that are “new to the market”

Sources: Fagerberg & Fosaas, 2014, Fafo NordMod-report
Norway’s ranking occurred to be flawed and has later been
amended/improved.

Vanguard in digitalization …
Figure 7. Internet users, per cent, average 2008-2012

Source: Fagerberg & Fosaas 2014,
calculations based on statistics from the World Bank

Fostering efficient & fair societies –
traditional Nordic approaches… (II)
•

Not a product of grand design or consensus, but of conflict partnerships where fairly
balanced power-relations favour pragmatic, comprehensive solutions to upcoming
problems… often along path dependent trajectories…

•

Early mover advantages
(a) tax based public services, solid wage floors and social investment  smooth passage to
post-industrial society & rising female participation in education & work
(b) financial crisis in early 1990s  rectification of past failures, successful reform path

•

Advantage of scale – small, unitary states (without major ideological/ethnic
cleavages) benefit from greater comity in handling problems, dense web of
institutionalized networks enhances reciprocity, learning & trust …

•

Advantage of small inequalities – both as consequence and cause ….

•

High trade dependence – and the shadow of hierarchy from strong states – promotes
economic rigour, recently supported by favourable terms of trade
 «Nordic winners in the first phase of Chinese-driven globalization»….

Fostering efficient & fair societies –
traditional Nordic approaches… (III)
•

Institutionalized regulation of labour & product markets have apparently served as
«productive constraints» (Streeck 1991) favouring high value added modes of
production, work organization & skill formation
– ex.high wage floors, strict health & safety rules, and environmental regulations …
– demanding customers in domestic markets with high purchasing power…
– labour voice, autonomy, and participation underpinned by arrangements facilitating
representation, dialogue & trust based management styles

•

Work motivation - intrinsic rewards associated with job quality, autonomy, security and
social mobility are evidently important – but don’t ignore the impact of
– wage differentiation acc to skills, effort, responsibility (performance pay, teams/individual)
– norms & peer pressure rooted in strong protestant/socialist work ethic
– «do your duty, claim your right» - supported by the work line in social policy

Tentative conclusion
• Rather than a result of more «effective markets» & extrinsic incentives –or
«decommodification» & «politics against markets» (GEA) – the strong
Nordic productivity record can be interpreted as product of a virtuous
process of interaction between markets, institutions, and politics, where
the empowering of labour in the market place has been a central factor
• Thus, instead of «a magic bullet», the resolution of the Nordic puzzle is to
be sought in the institutionalized methods of joint problem-solving and
collective learning in society at large as well as at the shop floor…
• Although the Nordic hybrids emerging from the liberalized product
markets and refurbished social models of the 1990s have remained
remarkably productive thus far, things may be changing …..

Emerging challenges…
De-institutionalization of work
• Open labour markets, rising immigration & increased unemployment –> more low wage
competition & low productive firms ….
• Erosion of CB & TU institutions from «below» --> breaking up wage floors…
• Rising collective action problems as employers face strengthened
incentives/opportunities to embark on short-term, low-road strategies …
Growing disparities
• Balance of power is shifting in favour of companies/employers…
• Magnified by shift towards less productive, dis-organized private services …
• High drop-out rates from school; crisis of vocational training systems….
• Rising inequality - dualization between highly productive core & growing periphery in LM
Weakened governance & adjustment capacity at macro-level
• Tax competition & EU’s economic governance regime constrain macro-policies and
propel internal devaluations in times of trouble (FL, DK)….
• Lack of mechanisms to re-direct capital from property/finance to productive
investment… alongside surging private debt ….
• Signs of stagnant investment and productivity growth …. driven by cyclical, structural or
institutional factors…?

Thank you for the attention!
Further reading on Nordic models :
•

Dølvik, J.E., Goul Andersen, J. & J. Vartiainen (2015) «The Nordic Social Models.
Consolidation and Flexible Adaptation,” in Dølvik & Martin eds. European Social
Models from Crisis to Crisis: Employment and Inequality in the Era of Monetary
Integration. Oxford: Oxford University Press.

•

Andersen, Søren K., Jon E. Dølvik & Christian Lyhne Ibsen (2014) Nordic Labour
Market Models In Open Markets, Brussels: ETUI 2014: 132 (www.etui.org)

•

Dølvik, J.E, T. Fløtten, J.M. Hippe & B. Jordfald (2014), Another Chapter? The Nordic
model towards 2030. NordMod synthesis report, Berlin: Fredrich Ebert Stiftung.
(link at www.fafo.no.)
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Labour productivity growth in manufacturing 1995-2012
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Source: Maliranta & Vartiainen 2014,
based on OECD statistics.
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Labour productivity growth in private services sector; Nordics,
US and Germany (a), corrected for composition (b).
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Unionization 1995-2013
Fagorganisering 1995–2013
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•
•
•
•
•

Verdens høyeste fagorganisering
Fall blant de som trenger det mest
Rammer i hovedsak LO/SAK
Stabilitet blant høyutdannete
Sammensatte årsaker
 Strukturendringer &
fragmentering
 Unge og nye voksengenerasjoner
 A-kassereformer
 Arbeidsinnvandring
• Det lokale tillitsvalgtapparatet svekkes
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Synkende avtaledekning i privat sektor
Kollektivavtaledekning i privat sektor 1995–2010
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• Lavlønnskonkurranse – outsourcing
og tilpasning utenfor avtalene
 Kollektive handlingsproblem er
 Lokalt partssamarbeid forvitrer
 Rokker ved maktforholdene
 Svekker koordineringsevnen
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Union density in 2030?
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– and big membership cohorts will retire in the coming years …

Growing inequalities
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Widening wage inequalities – towards a more
two-tiered labour market?

•

Wage inequalities are highest in Iceland, lowest in Sweden

•

Rising most in DK & N – where bargaining coverage is lowest…

•

Need to bolster «wage floors» – extension, minimum wages?
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